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Bai nianxi's heart was shocked. How could this sound terrible and touching?

Gan Gan said: "then I Can I get away from you? "

"Yes."

Bai nianxi breathed.

"If it's me that's your way back."

, Martha Lahti, as like as two peas in the same way as Bai Xin Xi, should be sent by
Kang Mo Bei. It's said that the newspaper that just started to blow up the news also
announced that it was closed.

This grand and absurd farce completely subsided after only two days.

Bai nianxi returned to work again. It was said that the French and Chinese company
executives were re selecting the spokesperson for the new product. Before the
spokesperson came out, Bai nianxi's work of designing the cover had to be shelved.

The phone rang.

Kangmobei looks at the data. Bai nianxi feels that his data are endless every day.

Without raising his head, he ordered, "pick up."

Well, who called her and another identity called assistant to the president? Reach out
for it.

"Is that Mr. Kang?"

Bai nianxi took a look at kangmobei and replied, "yes."

Hearing a woman's voice, he was obviously stunned. Then he said to Bai nianxi, "I'm
Liu Bureau of S district police branch of a city. Please tell Mr. Kang that there's a case
here. I need his help to investigate."



The man's voice became smaller and smaller when he talked about it, and he seemed
to have no confidence.

After several communications with Liu Bureau, Bai nianxi hung up.

His face was a little abnormal. He asked kangmobei, "did you send someone to attack
Ye Chunmei?"

The pen in conmber's hand gave off a sharp chill in his eyes. "How?"

"Ye Chunmei called the police."

After ye Chunmei's 100000 yuan was robbed last time, she couldn't swallow it when
she came back home. Let alone her, even Bai Jianguo and her family were all money
lovers. That's 100000 yuan!

Being beaten is a small matter, but being robbed of money is really unbearable!

So ye Chunmei went to the police with an injury.

At that time, the two hooligans relied on the power of the gold Lord behind them.
They were not afraid at all. They just avoided the crowd and dragged Ye Chunmei to a
place where there was no one to fight, but they were completely monitored and
photographed.

According to the monitoring, the police easily found two troublemakers, and the little
hooligans were not scared, so they gave a complete explanation all at once.

On the way to work that day, Kang Mobei just noticed the two hooligans, and asked
Secretary Xing to throw a check out and tell them to do well.

The two hooligans had seen the world slightly, and recognized the cold face of Kang
Mobei in the car.

It turned out to be conmbe.

Because the amount of money involved was relatively large, the police had to deal
with the case. The case was transferred to Liu bureau to deal with it in person. Liu
bureau could only find kangmobei with a stiff head.

When they came to the police station, two hooligans were sitting in the corner with
their heads down. The Bai family, except Bai Yuhao, came and sat on the other side in
a fierce manner.



Seeing that kangmobei and bainianxi are coming, ye Chunmei stands up.

The swelling on the face has not recovered.

Wave that thick palm, toward white read Xi fan to come over.

Kangmo North color condensation, do not hide not flash, just eyes slightly move, next
to the police have immediately shot, stopped Ye Chunmei.

The lesson: "in the police station, take care of your own hands!"

Ye Chunmei is still a little afraid of the police. She doesn't start any more. She just
stares at Bai nianxi fiercely and says, "you are such a cruel girl. You sent someone to
beat me!"

Bai nianxi frowned, "wolf heart and dog lung? Then you really look up to me. It's
better to use such a powerful word on yourself. "

"Animals are not as good as animals!"

With another sound, Bai Jianguo smashes the crutch in his hand, and kangmobei pulls
Bai nianxi away.

Crutches on the side of the table, knocked over a pile of documents.

"Nonsense! If you don't believe me, I'll lock you all in! "

This was said by the policeman on one side. From the beginning to the end, conmber's
face was expressionless, and the contemptible hurt in his eyes was invisible.

The Bai family quieted down a little, but they were still very angry.

Ye Chunmei began to sit on the ground crying, cursing while crying, like a full shrew.

It's nothing more than swearing, accusing Bai nianxi of being inhumane, heartless and
excessive.

When ye Chunmei finally finished crying, kangmobei finally gave out a cold smile.

Ye Chunmei's buttocks moved two steps on the ground, piled to one side, hugged Liu
Bureau's trouser legs, "police comrade, you have to decide for us! She has no
conscience. If she doesn't support us or show filial piety, she will send someone to beat
us and rob us of our money! "Bai Xingmin is still sitting in silence, but Bai Jianguo



coughs a few times at the right time. With Ye Chunmei's performance, Bai Jianguo
adds a tragic atmosphere to the play.

Liu bureau is in a dilemma.

On the one hand, the Bai family is really justified, the monitoring really shows
everything, the authentication material evidence is available, and it seems that it is
impossible to deal with the amount of 100000 yuan involved.

But in front of this respect cold face God, he is not provoking.

So he also looked at kangmobei, waiting for kangmobei to open his mouth.

Conmobei glanced at the two hooligans in the corner. The two suddenly shivered and
didn't dare to say anything. They just shrunk their heads.

The eyes fall back on Ye Chunmei again, "how to measure a hundred thousand yuan?"

Next to Liu Bureau, his heart trembled. How dare he say that? It's not that he's going to
lock conmber in. How dare he?

Respectfully said: "maybe this is a misunderstanding, let's try again."

Next to the white family suddenly shocked, this police is how to mean? Why is the
attitude towards conmber so unusual?

"No, it's not a misunderstanding." "People are sent by me, money is robbed by me," he
said

Anyway, it's good that conmbe admits it.

"Comrade police, look! He admitted it himself! Lose money! You pay me! "

Bai Jianguo stood up, still relying on the old and selling the old. "My daughter-in-law's
beating can't be done for nothing. We have to pay for medical expenses and mental
loss!"

Bai nianxi gave a sneer. Oh, what they really wanted was money.

"What does director Liu think?" Kangmo North Light looked at Liu bureau one eye,
words in the chill but let a person startled.

Liu Bureau touched the forehead that cold sweat layer gives, how does this want him
to deal with?



Make a serious look, for a long time did not speak.

Ye Chunmei was in a hurry. "What should I do? Of course I have to pay back my
money! Of course, those who hit me have to apologize! "

Conmobei's eyes shrink, apologize? It's a big tone.

"Since director Liu doesn't speak, I won't let Liu bureau be embarrassed."

As soon as these words came out, Liu Ju suddenly took a breath, and his heart fell
down. Just don't leave this problem to him.

"Let's be fair." Kang Mo North a face don't think of, the Mou son in ancient well have
no wave.

"It's time to settle my two million."
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